Introduction
Multimedia applications are emerging in education, information dissemination, entertainment, as well as many other environments.
Such applications place high demands for quality-of-service (QoS), performance, and reliability on storage servers and communication networks. These stringent requirements make design of cost-effective and scalable systems difficult, and therefore efficient adaptive and dynamic resource management techniques can be of great help in improving resource utilization and consequently improving performance and scalability of such systems. In this work, we focus on policies, rather than mechanisms, for dynamic resource management, and specifically, in the context of continuous media (CM) servers.
In a CM storage server, the choice of data placement techniques can have a significant effect on the ability of the system to utilize resources efficiently.
Existing data placement techniques in conjunction with scheduling algorithms address two basic inefficiencies that can arise in such systems: (1) various overheads in reading data from storage devices, e.g., due to disk arm movement and (2) load imbalance, e.g., due to skews in data access patterns.
In this work, we focus on the latter issue.
Dynamic Replication
Due to the enormous storage and I/O bandwidth requirements of multimedia data, a continuous media server is expected to have a very large disk farm.
Thus, in terms of scalability and fault-tolerance, it would be unrealistic to consider a centralized design of a continuous media server (e.g., using a single disk cluster and/or a single processing node). One approach to a more scalable CM server design would be to consider a shared-nothing type architecture, composed of a collection of nodes, each with its own processing unit(s), memory sub-system, and I/O subsystem. As already mentioned, an important consideration then is the placement of objects on the nodes of the CM server. One approach to data placement that addresses the load imbalance issue is to stripe each object across all the nodes in the system. However, it suffers from the following shortcomings.
Firstly, some form of synchronization in delivery of a single object from multiple nodes must be addressed. In addition, it is not practical to assume that a system can be constructed from homogeneous disks, i.e., as the system grows or experiences faults (and thus disk replacement) we will be forced to use disks with different transfer and storage capacity characteristics -having to stripe objects across heterogeneous disks would lead to further complications. Finally, an appropriate choice of a striping unit and the communications network infrastructure dictate an upper bound on the number of disks over which an object can be striped, beyond which replication of objects is needed to increase the number of simultaneous users [l] .
In this work, we consider a distributed CM server which has a set S of N nodes connected through a communication network, in a shared-nothing manner. Instead of striping each object across all the nodes, we can constrain the striping to a single node and replicate the popular objects on several nodes in order to provide sufficient bandwidth capacity to service the demand for these objects, e.g., as in [7] . The number of replicas needed to support requests for a continuous object is a function of the demand, and therefore, this number should change when the the demand for that object changes.
We first contrast our study with several related works on replication of objects in CM servers which also consider skewness in data access patternsr.
In [6] the authors consider skews in data access patterns but in the context of a static environment.
In 173, the authors address various questions arising in the context of load imbalance problems due to skews in data access patterns, but in a less dynamic environment (than we investigate here).
We believe that the policies we study can be complementary to the techniques developed in [7] . In [3], the authors also consider dynamic replication as an approach to load imbalance, and in our previous work [5], we study a taxonomy of dynamic replication schemes. All of the above works, however, either (a) assume some knowledge of frequencies of data access to various objects in the system, and/or (b) do no provide users with full use of VCR functionality, and/or (c) consider less dynamic environments than the one considered here. Our motivation in doing away with such assumptions here is largely due to considerations of applicability of dynamic replication techniques in more general settings and to a wider range of applications of continuous media servers.
'There is a multitude of papers on design of CM servers, in general; we refer the interested reader to [4] for a more extensive coverage of this topic and the corresponding literature.
More frequent changes in data access patterns lead to the following important questions: (I) when should the system alter the number of copies of a CM object and (2) how to accomplish this change. Thus, in this work we address load imbalance problems arising from relatively frequent changes in data access patterns -we address (1) through a threshold-based approach, and we use dynamic replication policies in conjunction with a mathematical model of user behavior to address (2). Consequently, we study dynamic object replication schemes for CM servers which do not rely on knowledge of frequencies of object accesses but rather make the adjustments, in a threshold-based manner, simply based on the amount of resources currently available for servicing user requests for those objects. We believe that this is an important consideration, as determination (and use) of these frequencies in a highly dynamic (and perhaps distributed) environment may not be a simple matter.
The system's performance in such an environment depends largely on its ability to make the adjustments in number of replicas fairly rapidly and accurately.
Furthermore, we essentially have conflicting goals of (a) using as few resources as possible to perform the replication (in order not to interfere with "normal" system operation) while (b) trying to complete the replication process as soon as possible. To reach a compromise between these goals, we propose a mathematical model of user behavior which facilitates reduction in (at least the "virtual") replication time, or put another way, allows admission of users to a partially complete replica while still satisfying quality-of-service requirements of continuous media applications; we refer to this approach as "early acceptance".
We show that the model is not very sensitive to the accuracy of its parameters and thus is of reasonably practical use.
Summary of Results
The qualitative results of our study can be partially summarized as follows' :
1.
Use of resources for replication vs. use of resources for servicing customers:
recall that the main tradeoff is between (a) using as few resources as possible to perform the replication and (b) trying to complete the replication process as soon as possible. We achieve a compromise between these essentially conflicting goals through the use of early acceptance.
2. Sensitivity to the above tradeoff as a function of the "architecture" used as well as the skewness in data access patterns:
how much a system's performance is affected by the compromise between servicing the normal workload vs. performing replication depends on (a) the system's architectures (e.g., how large the service capacity of each node is) and (b) how skewed the data access patterns are. The choice of architecture depends partly on the storage and network technologies available, the intended applications, etc. How to choose the "best" architecture is not the focus of this work; rather, we explore the sensitivity of the dynamic replication policies to the choice of the architecture.
Similarly, skewness in data access patterns is largely a function of the application(s) using the CM server. Our goal here is to show that early acceptance aids in reducing the sensitivity to both, choice of architecture and skewness in data access patterns. 
